Power Apps solution for medical clinics

Prototype Capability
Our Creospark - Electronic Medical Record and Patient
Booking System (EMR) uses the full power of Microsoft 365
and the Power Platform for small and medium sizes healthbased organizations to manage medical records for patients
and the full patient collaboration life-cycle with clinics and
practitioners. Behind the scenes, it uses Microsoft Bookings,
Microsoft Teams and Outlook for Business for booking
physical and virtual meetings, exchanging emails, managing
calendars, patient, practitioner chatting and document
storage/exchange. Data is stored in a secured Microsoft for
Healthcare based Dataverse database. There is also a
model-driven Power App for administration of the system, a
canvas-based Power App for Clinic staff to manage patients
and a Power Pages based portal for patient login capabilities.

Potential Business Advantage
The Creospark EMR and Patient Booking System digitizes and
centralizes medical documents and bookings within tools
clients already pay for with their Microsoft 365 Power Platform
licensing such as Booking, Teams, Outlook, Calendars and
SharePoint - minimizing the learning curve for, using Microsoft
Teams as the hub for Teamwork, decreasing Microsoft
licensing costs and providing a higher ROI than other EMR
systems. There is the opportunity to tailor and self-host
existing EMR solutions based on a per customer need for an
extra consulting fee hosted on the customer Microsoft 365
tenant using Power App premium licensing.
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EMR & Patient Booking System

Patient’s View: Key Features
A publicly accessible authenticated
portal to view providers’ availability,
book and manage appointments,
communicate with
doctors/clinicians, share
documents, and view patients’
records.

Clinic’s View: Key Features
Manage the provider or clinician,
patient, create provider groups,
manage and search patient files and
consultation histories, book
consultations, exchange information
(conversations & documents)
between clinicians, practitioners and
patients - which are all linked to the
patient file stored in Microsoft Teams,
SharePoint and Dataverse

Clinic’s View: Key Features
Configure the system with all the
clinic, provider, provider group, and
practitioner information.

